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EMISSIONS: With rules for new sources of GHGs announced, 

questions linger about existing sources (Thursday, March 29, 2012) 

Tiffany Stecker, E&E reporter 

Correction appended. 

Tuesday's announcement of the first standards for greenhouse gases from newly built power plants 

was met by widespread approval by environmentalists, although it won't target carbon dioxide from 

existing plants -- the source of 40 percent of emissions in the United States and a driver of global 

climate change. 

"We don't have plans to address existing plants," said EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, although 

she left the possibility for future rules open. Assistant Administrator for the Office of Air and 

Radiation Gina McCarthy reiterated the statement at a House subcommittee meeting yesterday, 

when representatives asked her if the agency would delay the rule until after the presidential 

election (E&ENews PM, March 28). 

But whether the agency is required to create limits for standing fossil fuel plants -- and how long it 

may take to get there -- is still unclear. 

The New Source Performance Standards for greenhouse gas emissions from stationary sources -- 

mostly power plants -- would require that new construction emit no more than 1,000 pounds of 

carbon dioxide equivalent per megawatt-hour, on average, over 30 years. Tuesday's proposed rule 

is the result of a legal settlement in 2010 among the agency, clean air groups and some states. EPA 

committed to create standards to limit carbon pollution from power plants, as well as another set of 

standards for oil refineries. 

But very few coal-fired power plants are expected to be built in the next 20 years, say experts, as 

the economics of low natural gas prices prevail. Most future capacity is expected to come from 

combined cycle gas plants. Over the next six years, 6.52 gigawatts of coal-fired capacity will be 

under construction -- less than the amount added to the grid in 2010 alone, according to Erik 

Shuster of the National Energy Technology Laboratory under DOE. 

Where the pollution is 

New sources are just the start of EPA's charge to regulate greenhouse gas emissions, said David 

Doniger, a policy director at the Natural Resources Defense Council, one of the parties in the suit 

that led to the standards. According to urban legend, notorious thief Willie Sutton was once asked 
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why he robbed banks. He answered, "Because that's where the money is." 

The same logic applies to coal-fired power plants, said Doniger -- that is where the pollution is. 

Despite Jackson's statement that the agency would not create a standard for existing sources under 

the NSPS program, EPA will eventually have to do it, Doniger said. 

"We look forward to reaching an agreement with EPA on a schedule for completing the standard for 

new sources and developing standards for existing sources," said Doniger. 

But Jeff Holmstead, former assistant administrator for the Office of Air and Radiation at EPA and 

current head of the Environmental Strategies Group at Bracewell & Giuliani, called the settlement "a 

gentleman's agreement": unenforceable under the Clean Air Act, but leaving the agency open to 

another lawsuit if it does not provide guidance for existing plants to cut carbon dioxide. 

"They were not required by law to do what they did [Tuesday]," Holmstead said. "It was kind of an 

agreement among friends." 

Hazy outlook 

Under Section 111 of the Clean Air Act, where the NSPS program is defined, EPA must provide 

guidance to states to create standards for existing sources if they do not fit under the National 

Ambient Air Quality Standards or National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants -- two 

other Clean Air Act programs. This is the case for carbon dioxide, whose definition as an air 

pollutant is relatively recent. 

Existing sources that undergo major modifications are also regulated under the tailoring rule. The 

tailoring rule limits greenhouse gases from the largest emitters under the Prevention of Significant 

Deterioration program, found in another section of the Clean Air Act, which mandates that plants 

use the best available control technology to lower emissions. Replacing an aging boiler with a more 

efficient one would be one example. 

States ultimately decide how to define an existing source, and it is difficult to predict how many 

facilities would fall under this program, said Jonas Monast, director of the climate and energy 

program at Duke University's Nicholas Institute of Environmental Policy Solutions. There is also a 

lot of flexibility under the act for around the timing of regulations and what states can ultimately 

decide. 

"The statutory language is clear that the existing source performance standards are now triggered," 

said Monast. "With the caveat that it's impossible to know when we will see them or what they will 

look like." 

Nathan Richardson, a fellow at Resources for the Future, said the standards are new territory for 

EPA. 



"They're legally compelled to do it, but they're not compelled to any level of stringency," he said. 

Correction: A previous version of this article stated that states decide how to define a modification 

under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration program of the Clean Air Act. States can decide 

how to implement standards for existing sources under Section 111 of the Clean Air Act. Also, 

Jonas Monast is with the Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions at Duke University, 

not the Nicholas School for the Environment, also at Duke University. 
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